Join our team by volunteering to be an ICA Engagement Guide!

Are you passionate about contemporary art? Do you want to share your enthusiasm with others? ICA San Diego is looking for individuals to join our dynamic team as Engagement Guides! As an Engagement Guide, you will support our mission by creating engaging and interactive experiences for our guests, fostering connections with visitors through conversation.

Responsibilities will include:

- Warmly greeting and welcoming guests to our exhibitions.
- Answering questions and providing information about exhibitions, artists, artworks, programs, and events.
- Engaging visitors in casual and insightful gallery conversations to help them connect with contemporary art.
- Leading tours through our various ICA spaces, including ICA Central and ICA North, for community groups and members of the public.
- Foster understanding of current exhibitions.
- Communicate and enforce Visitor Rules when necessary.
- Keep informed about the exhibitions on view and upcoming programs.

Commitment:

Engagement guides are expected to commit to two 2.5 hr. shifts twice monthly. It is expected that Engagement Guides will also participate in learning and training around each exhibition.

How to Apply?

If you want to become part of a dynamic group of individuals interested in promoting engagement with contemporary art in our community, complete the form linked here.
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